Four15 Digital

B2C SKINCARE COMPANY

Account Restructure & Messaging
Improvements Fuel New Customer Growth
CLIENT

Rodan + Fields is a global leader in beauty that seeks to redefine anti-aging skincare and provide superior service and products. Their goal is to grow new customer sales, expand their marketing footprint, and increase profits.

CHALLENGE

Conclusively prove that SEM (and digital advertising as a whole) could be a viable channel to profitably acquire new customers sales. Success would be defined through the use of KPI tracking, comprehensive analysis and reports, and measurable results all used to inform and improve current and future marketing campaigns.
SOLUTION

Before takeover, Four15 Digital aligned with the Rodan + Fields digital team on prior paid search testing and results, data attribution and instrumentation, and the goals that would prove to the executive team that paid search could drive new customer acquisition. In this way, new strategies and efforts could be tracked and analyzed, and the results could be measured and replicated.
METHODOLOGY

At Four15 we believe that both success and failure provide opportunities to learn and improve. However, the existing campaign setup would prevent the ability to see or measure any potential success, removing the ability to learn and improve even in failure. For this reason, our first and most immediate goal was to set up the account with all possible advantages to drive new customer sales profitably with the budget available. If that failed, then we would have successfully tested SEM and concluded it was not a viable option for Rodan + Fields. If our structure did succeed in driving new customer sales, then we would have a strong foundation for growing those conversion numbers.

The original account setup was disorganized, combining brand and non-brand terms in the same ad groups, and using ad copy that was irrelevant to the search queries being made. In addition, irrelevant and expensive keywords were being run that quickly spent daily budgets and prevented proper testing. Four15 sought to optimize these systems and ensure every marketing dollar provided the greatest possible return on investment.
Four15 Digital took over active management of paid search accounts at the start of June 2018. Our immediate priorities were to:

1. Reorganize the existing account structure for greater ad to keyword relevance
2. Improve ease of management
3. Give the team greater budget control for product groups

These were accomplished in three cohesive phases:
PHASE ONE
IDENTIFICATION AND ORGANIZATION

We began by analyzing historic query performance, identifying those terms which had shown success and ensuring they were neatly organized and served relevant ad copy. We also identified negative keywords, terms we did not want to appear or were causing incorrect keyword-to-ad mapping, and built robust negative keyword lists that could be shared across campaigns.
PHASE TWO

OPTIMIZATION AND EXPANSION

Our secondary action was to expand query coverage across brand terms. The original campaign structure failed to protect the company’s brand because it did not include robust keyword sets (or negative keywords) related to product brand names. The result was that competitor ads and organic listings ran rampant on the search engine results page, effectively pushing Rodan + Fields organic listings for brand searches below the fold. We expanded these terms to ensure full product query coverage and push competitors from the top spots on both paid and organic listings.
PHASE THREE

CUSTOMIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Finally, we re-wrote every single piece of ad copy in the account. Rodan + Fields has a wide range of products which have very important differences in usage and results. Therefore ad copy had to speak to the needs of the customers and take them to the correct product. There was no “one-size-fits-all” solution. We created custom copy for every ad group and built out ad extensions (sitelinks, callouts, phone number, promotions, structured snippets) to ensure customers had every option available to them to see the most relevant content that addressed their skincare needs.
RESULTS

The month of June was spent instrumenting our new campaign structure, expanding keywords, adjusting bids where needed, and monitoring the search query report for new keywords and negative keywords to be added to the account. We also continued to expand campaigns for new product launches and non-brand keywords.

The result of our efforts was that within one month, from June to July, total sales from paid search increased by 40% while CPA only grew by 9%. New customer sales grew by 24% and new customer CPA grew by 23%.

Because of these results, Rodan + Fields doubled down on their investment in paid search.
RESULTS

We successfully grew total sales from paid search and also had a positive impact on new customer sales. Armed with our new data and learnings, we knew we could further improve paid search performance.

We continued our optimization efforts of query analysis and expansion, and the results were even better than expected: within the first three months we were able to increase new customer transactions by 39% while also keeping CPA below goal (50% below the break-even point).
It has been a pleasure working with the Four15 team. Their hard work and commitment to Rodan + Fields has been amazing. Four15 Digital consistently supports our team above and beyond, providing key insights for all aspects of our digital business. Not only have they helped to grow our new customer transaction numbers, they brought paid search into the forefront of our businesses digital marketing strategy.
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For More Information On How Four15 Digital Can Help Grow Your Business:

✉️ Email us: growth@four15digital.com

✉️ Leave Us a Message: four15digital.com/contact-us/

📞 Give us a call: 925-817-6565

📍 SF Bay Area: 1211 Newell Ave Suite 150, Walnut Creek, CA 94596

📍 Long Beach: 100 W Broadway, Long Beach, CA 90802